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To ¿1J/l whom it may concern.' 

Be it known that I, CHARLES A. J UENGsT, 
a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Croton Falls, in the county of Westchester 
and State of New York, have invented an Im* 
provement in Staplin Mac`hines, of which 
the following is a speci cation. 
My invention relates to a machine for 'au 

tomatically binding or, >in other words, con 
necting together sheets or signatures by wire 
staples to form pamphlets or small books, 

l with the object of compactly arranging the 
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parts and alsoso arranglng, constructing, and 
grouping the parts that the device is fully and 
lequally operative when the parts are placed 
vertically with the signatures or sheets hori 
Zontal or when the parts are placed horizontal 
with the signatures or sheets vertical. 
My improved machine comprises a plat 

form supporting the group or groups of sig 
natures or sheets to be stapled and preferably 
a conveyer for progressively moving the same 
along, Standards secured to and rising from 
this platform support a bar carrying thereels. 
of wire for the staples and also serve as 
guides for a vertically-movable feed-bar for 
moving the Wire forward and for a resser-bar 
adapted to bear upon the group o signatures 
or sheets at the time the staples are applied. 
This presser-bar carries swinging yielding die 
blocks positively held for the moment that 
the wire is cut and one end is overturned to 
form the staples, and which die-blocks when 
released are moved downvand swing with the 
downward movement of the parts to force 
the staples through the group of signatures 
or sheets. The cutters and said holding de 
vices are actuated by rocker-arms and face 
cams on a revoluble power-shaft. A crank 
on this shaft and connecting-rod and a cross 
bar connected thereto effect the vertical 
movement of rods which in turn cause or per 
mit the movement of the feed-bar and 
presser-bar and also a cross~head and plun 
gers attached thereto, all of which are herein~ 
after more particularly described. -' 
The conveyer hereinbefore referred to is 

the conveyer of a signature and sheet gath 
ering machine, from which the piles lof signa 
tures or sheets are progressively delivered to 
the sta ling-machine to be bound as collated. 

In t edrawings, Figure 1”"is an elevation 
and partial section representing my im 
proved machine. Fig. 2 is a side elevation 
and section on the dotted line œ œ of Fig. 1, 

and Fig. 3 is a sectional plan at the line y y of 
Fifi. 1. .  , « ' 

krl‘he platform a is suitably supported. It 
is provided with a rib et’l at a sllght distance 
from the edge at the left hand of Fig. 2. The 

a2, extending downwardfrom the underside 
of the platform. There are in the platform 
o enings 2,in which dogs 3 are pivoted, and 
t e platform is `provided vwith a chain-con~ 
veyer device 4, having posts 5 at intervals 
and extending from a signature and sheet 
gathering machine, and b represents a pile of 
signatures or sheets upon the platform a and 
against one edge of which the post 5 rests, the 
conveyer and post, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, 
being in the act of moving the pile of signatures 
or sheets along upon the platform. It will 
be noticed that the rib a’ along one edge forms 
a guide for the ile of signatures or sheets and 
also a means o keeping them true in relation 
to one another. _ ' 

c d are standards having flanged lower ends 
that rest upon the platform and threaded 
portions passing through the platform and 
nuts 6 on the lower endsl to secure the stand 
ards in place. These standards are ro 
vided with pins 7 vand collars 8 and below the 
collars 8 there are springs c’ d’. The upper 
ends of` the standards c d are exteriorly 
threaded, and a bar e extends acrossbetween 
and is connected to and supported by the 
standards c d, the same being secured in place 
to the standards by the nuts 10. The bar e 
has upward extensions or bracket- arms e', 
with pins 11, which form the axes for the 
reels c2 of wire, from which the staples are 
made. . ' 

Upon the back of the bar e there are series 
of guiding and straightening rollers ff’, bef 
tween which the wire as it comes off the reel 
passes, and below these groups of guide and 
straightening rollers are pairs of dogs 12 13, 
which bear at one side upon the wire, there 
being lugs on the bar e (shown-in Fig. 1 by 
dotted lines) at the other side of the wire. 
The dogs are preferably spring-actuated, so 
as to be kept up against the'wire, and they 
serve the purpose of holding the wire in posi 
tion to prevent any upward movement of the 

v6o 
platform is also provided with guide-sleeves 
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wire with an upward movement of other parts 
of the machine. 
A feed-bar g extends across the machine. 

Itis perforated for and slides upon the stand 
ards c d. This feed-bar is also provided with 



.lugs on the back and with spring-actuated 
groups of dogs 14 15, the wire from the reels 
passing through between the lugs and the 
dogs. The upward position of the feed-bar 
g is determined and limited by the nuts 9 

. upon the standards c d, which nuts may be 
moved along the threaded parts of the stand 
ards to eñiect the desired adjustability.  ~ 

f h is a presser-bar with extensions h’ at its 
ends, which are perforated for the standards 
c d, the springs c’ d’ coming between the u  
per surfaces of these extensions h’ and t4 e 
under surfaces of the :collars 8. This presser 
bar is of appreciable area and weight. It is 
notched longitudinally, as Will be seen in Fig. 
2, to straddle the rib a’ of the platform, so 
that its vertical movement is not interfered 
with by the rib. The presser-bar h is trans 

- versely slotted and provided with lugs 16 in 
pairs, to and between which are pivoted the 
die-blocks i fi’. The shape of these die-blocks 
will be apparent, especiall from-Fig. 2. The 
under surface is semicircu ar, and the surface 

. thereof in position agrees substantially with 
. z5 
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the base of the 
of each die-bloc 

resser-bar h. The back end 
is heavier than the forward 

end, which is ta ering in the form of a hook, ‘ 
_ and the upper e ge of the forward part is flat. 
The presser-bar h is perforated or apertured 
from opposite ends, the upper aperture at 
each-end receiving the cutter-bars 7c and the 
lower apertures at the respective ends the 
locking-bars Z. The portion, Fig. 1, in sec 
tion shows the relation of the locking-bar Z 
and the cutter-bar 7c to the presser-bar h and 
the die-block i, in the extreme movement in 

Eachl locking - bar passes 
through a hole in its coacting die-block a lit 
tle in advance of the end of the cutter-bar, so 
that the die-block is held in position. Each 
cutter-bar k at its outer end is turned at a 
right angle and provided with a pin Íc’, and 
the upper‘ends of the locking-bars are bent 
up at a right angle and pass through' open 
ings in the cutter-bars to connect the cutter 

v bars and locking-bars together._ 

.50 
' the cutter-bars. 

 I rovide rocker-arms m m', pivoted at 17 
to t e platform a, which at their lower ends 
are provided with rollers and at their upper 
ends are forked to receive the pin ends k’ of 

I have shown and may pre 
fer to employ springs 18 between the guide 
sleeves a2 and the rocker-arms fm m’ for eHect 

' ing the return movement of the rocker-arms. 
55 The power-shaft n is supported in brackets b’ 

to and from the under side of the platform a. 
On this power-shaft are cams n', acting upon 
the rollers of the rocker-arms m m’ to swing 
the rocker-arms in one direction, the direc 
tion of such movement being toward the op 
posite ends of the presser-bar h, the springs 
18 or equivalent devices returning the 
rocker-arrnsffto their initial position. Upon 
this power-‘shaft n is a crank-arm n2 and a 

.6 5 cam n3, which in part performs the office of 

the othercrank-arm, there being a crank-pin 
between the crank-arm and the cam to which 
the connecting-rod 19 is fastened. The cross- ‘ 
bar 2() is provided with heads-21 at its ends, 
and to this cross-bar the opposite‘end of the 
rod 19 is connected. ' The rotation of the 
power-shaft n, the crank-arm n2, and cam n3 
with the movement of the rod 19 serves to 
raise and lower the cross-bar 20 and its heads 
21. I provide vertical rods o o’ at their lower 
ends secured in the heads 21. yThese rods 
pass through the guide-sleeves a2 of theplat 
form. They pass on up through the oppo 
site ends of the presser-bar h through open 
ings in the feed-bar g and the bar e, the open 
ings in the bar e being guides for the upper 
ends of these rods. Upon these rods 0 o’ are 
collars 27, inned thereto between the feed 
bar g and t e bar e. The rods o o’ also pass 
through the cross-head 1', which is pinned 
thereto, and between the cross-head r and 
the feed-bar g,_around the rods o o', are 
springs 26. The cross-head r carries the 
Aplun ers r', which are secured thereto and 
whic pass down through vertical apertures 
in the presser-bar h, which >apertures inter 
sect the openings for the cutter-bars 7c and 
locking-bars l and are directly in line with 
the positions of the die-blocks i 'L'. Pins 24 
pass through the rods 0 o’ and through slots 
25 in the opposite ends of the presser-bar h 
from the lower edges of said bar up to said 
pins. I further provide a T-head 23 with a' 
rounded lower end adapted to rest u on the 
upper surface of the cam n3, and w 'ch T 
headis held in position and guided by a pin 
22, depending from the under surface of the 
latform a, The wires to form the staples 

fiom the reels e2 pass down between the se 
ries of guiding and straightening rollers ff’, 
between the lugs of the bar e and the pairs of 
do s 12 13, between the lugs of the feed-bar g 
anä the series of dogs 14 15, back of the cross 
head r, and through openings provided there 
for in the presser-bar h immediatel along 
side of the openings'provided for tffe plun 
gers r’. ' ' 

The operation of thedevice is substan 
tially as follows: The parts shown in Fig. 1 
are in the relation Which they will assume 
when a pile of signatures or sheets has been 
brought along by the conveyer device 4 to a 
predetermined position on the platform and 
the cams n’ have moved the rocker-arms m m’, 
forcing the locking-bars Z and cutter-bars 7c 
into the presser-bar h to first lock the die 
blocks ’i i’ in position and then to cut off theI 
wire and bend the upper ends of the wire, 
Which agree with the vertical thickness of 
the cutter-bars, over upon the upper surfaces 
of the die-blocks i OY, so as to form the ñrst 
bend of the staples. In this positionit will 
be noticed that the crank-pin of the crank 
arm n2 and cam n3 is at its highest point. (See 
especially Fig. 2.) As the same moves down 
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the cross-bar 20, the rods o o’ and the pins 24 
move downward. The quick-acting cams 
'n n’ change position, so that the springs 18 
or equivalent devices act 
arms m m’ to withdraw the cutter-bars 7c and 
locking-bars Zfrom their active position and 
release the die-blocks i i’. As this move 
ment takes place the presser-bar h'lowers 
both by gravity and by the expansive action 
of the springs c’ d’ , the cross-head 1" and plun 
ger r’ follow down with the presser-bar, and 
the collars 27 move down to contact with the 
upper surface of the feed-bar g. At this >mo 
ment the presser-bar is in forcible contact 
with the pile of sheets or signatures to hold 
the same in position. The further down 
ward movement of the rods o o’ by the action 
of the connecting-rod 19 and the cam device 
brings the lower ends of the plungers r’ into 
contact with the bent end of the staple upon 
the upper surface of the forward portions of 
the die-block and moves the feed-bar g in 
proportion because of the collars 27 resting 
thereon. This ‘downward movement ad 
vances the wire for the next staples, because 
the function of the dogs 14 15 is to so hold 
the wire that the feed of the same is bound to 
take place. This downward movement con 
tinues the pressure exerted by the plungers r’ 
upon the staples and the upper surfaces of 
the die-blocks, gradually swingingA the die 
blocks upon their pivotal connection with the 
lugs 16 ,' the same moving out of the way as 
the parts and the staples move down. The 
fact that the presser-bar bears with force 
upon the signatures or sheets compels the 
end of the wires forming the staples in their 
grooves to be pushed through the signatures 
or sheets with the progressive movement of 
the parts until the bent ends of the wires rest 
upon the upper surface of the Apile of signa 
tures or sheets, the downward movement at 
this time having been entirely completed, 
with the lower ends of the wires forming the 
staples projecting from the under surface of 
the signatures or sheets. With the upward 
movement of the bars o o’, returning the parts 

' to their initial position, the various series or 
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groups of dogs slip'past the wire to engage a 
new portion, the plungers rise out of the way, 
the cams n’ act upon the rocker-arms m m’ to 
force the locking-bars Z and cutter-bars k to 
Ward the position shown in Fig. 1, in which 
the die-blocks are held and the Wire cut oíf for 
the next staples, and the ends turned over 
upon the upper surfaces of the die-blocks. 
Simultaneous with this movement the cam 
n3 in its rotation and. in fact, substan 
tially coincident with the extreme downward 
movement of the p_arts, the pointed end of 
the cam acts'upon the under sideof the T 
head 23 to raise the same toward and against 
the under surface of the platform a, swinging 
the dogs 3, pivoted in the openings 2, .up 
ward, These dogs are so placed that the pro 

upon the rocker 

l 

8 

jecting wires of the staples are right in line 
with the dogs and, in fact, are slightly bent 
by the dogs as they pass through the pile of 
signatures or sheets, and this upward move 
ment with force bends the lower portions of 
the wires against the under surfaces of the 
signatures or sheets to complete the form of 
the staple and to hold the signatures or sheets 
between the opposite bent ends thereof. 
These operations are thereafter progressively 
repeated with new piles of signatures or 
sheets. The special office performed by the 
nuts 9 in their adjustable character is to per 
mit the feed-bar gto move farther along the 
rods o o', so that the groups of dogs 14 15 
connected thereto can engage the wires far 
ther along in their length, so that with each 
movement a greater length of wire is taken 
up for a longer staple in proportion to the 
thickness of the pile of superimposed signa 
tures or sheets going to make up the small 
book or pamphlet. The springs 26 between 
the cross-head r and feed-bar g keep these 
parts separated and are sufficient to raise the 
bar g to contactwith the nuts 9 wherever 
they >may be placed. They, however, will 
yield for the extreme movement of the sev 
eral parts with relation to one another, so 
that the full movement of the cam device 
through the rods o o’ may be impartep to the 
feed-bar g and the wires for the lengths of the 
staples desired. _ ’ 

I claim as my invention 
1. In a stapling-machine, the combination 

with a platform upon which the signatures or 
sheets to be connected rest, of means for pro 
gressively feeding the Wire, a presser -bar 
adapted to come down on the signatures or 
sheets to hold the same in position, means 
for cutting the wire to form a staple and for 
simultaneously bending one >end thereof, 
means for forcing the staple-wire through the v 
signatures or sheets, and means for bending 
the wire on the under side of the signatures 
or sheets to complete the staple and hold the 
signatures or sheets together. 

2. In a stapling-machine, the combination 
with a platform upon which the signatures or 
sheets to be connected rest, of means for pro 
gressively feeding the wire, a presser - bar 
adapted to come down on the signatures or 
sheets to hold the same in position, die-blocks 
and means `for pivoting the same to the 
presser  bar, means for cutting the wire 
against the die-blocks to form a staple, and 
for simultaneously bending one end thereof, 
means for holding the die-blocks while the 
Wire is cut, means for forcing the staple-wire 
through the signatures or sheets, and means 
for bending the wire on the under side of the 
signatures or sheets to complete the staple 
land hold the signatures or sheets together. 

3. In a stapllng-machine, the combination 
with a platform upon which. the signatures or 
sheets to be connected rest, and means for 
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4: 

progressively'feeding the Wire, of a presser 
bar adapted to rest upon the pile of slgna 
tures or sheets and having vertical grooves 
for the Wires, cutter-bars horizontally mov 
able through apertures 1n said presser-bar, 
and means for actuating the saine for cutting ‘ 
off lengths of the wire and simultaneously 

\ bending over adjacent ends equal in length 
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to the Width of t 1e cutter-bars. 
‘4. In a stapling-machine the combination 

with aplatforin upon which the signatures or 
sheets to be connected rest andmeans for 
progressively feeding the Wire, of a resser 
bar adapted .to rest upon the pile o signa 
tures or sheets and having vertical grooves 
for the Wires, cutter-bars horizontally mov 
able through apertures in said presser-bar, 
meansfor actuating the same for cutting off 
lengths of the Wire and simultaneously bend 
ing over adjacent ends equal in length to the 
Width of the cutter-bars, ivoted yielding 
die-blocks With parts normalIy below the cut 
ter-bars and against Which similar ends of 
staples are turned over, locking-bars for hold 
ing the yielding die-blocks While the cutting 
and bending acts are performed, the afore 
said means for actuating the cutter-bars also' 
serving for the simultaneous movement with 
the cutter-bars of the locking-bars. 

5. In a stapling-machine, the combination 
with a platform upon which the signatures or 
sheets to be connected rest, and me'ans for 
progressively feeding the Wire, of a presser 
bar adapted to come down on the signatures 
or sheets to hold the same in position, said 
presser-bar having vertical apertures for the 
wire and adjacent larger vertical apertures, 
said presser-bar also having longitudinal ap 
ertures in pairs from opposite ends and slot 
ted transversely in part, a cross-head, plun 
gers connected to the cross-head and adapted 
to enter the larger vertical apertures arallel 
with the Wires which enter the smal er ver 
tical apertures, cutter-bars and locking-bars 
vin pairs adapted to enter the horizontal aper 
tures from opposite ends, and die-blocks piv 
otally connected to the presser- bar ‘ and 
adapted to pass through thev transverse aper 
tures. - 

6. In a stapling-machine, the combination 
with a platform upon which the signatures or 
sheets to be connected rest and means for 
progressively feeding the Wire, of a presser 
bar adapted to come down on the signatures 
or sheets to hold the same in position, said 

» presser-bar having vertical apertures for the 
.Wire and adjacent larger vertical apertures, 
said presser-bar also having longitudinal 
apertures in pairs from opposite ends and 
slotted transversely in part, a cross-head, 
plungers connected to the cross-head and 

' adapted to enter the larger vertical apertures 
parallel With the Wires Which enter the smaller 
vertical apertures, cutter-bars and locking 
ybars in pairs adapted to enter the horizontal 
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apertures from opposite ends, die-blocks piv‘ 
otally connected to the presser-bar and adapt 
ed to pass through the transverse apertures, 
means for actuating the cross-head and plun 
ger, means for simultaneously actuating the 
pairs of cutter-bars and locking-bars, the 
locking-bars momentarily holding the die 
blocks in position While the cutter-bars cut 
the Wire and bendsimilar ends of the same 
over the upper surface of the die-blocks. 

7. In a stapling-machine, the combination 
with a platform upon which the signatures or 
sheets to be connected rest and means for 
progressively feeding the Wire, of a presser 
bar adapted to come down on the signatures 
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or sheets to hold the samein position, said ' 
presser-bar having vertical apertures for the 
Wire and adjacent larger vertical apertures, 
said presser-bar also having longitudinal ap 
ertures in pairs from opposite ends and slot 
ted transversely in part, a cross-head, plun 
gers connected to the cross-head and adapted 
to enter the larger vertical apertures parallel 
With the Wires which enter the smaller verti 
cal apertures, cutter-bars and locking-bars in 
pairs adapted to enter thehorizontal aper 
tures from opposite ends, die-blocks pivot 
ally connected to the presser-bar and adapt 
ed to pass through the transverse apertures, 
means for actuating the cross-head and plun 
ger, means for simultaneously actuating the 
pairs of cutter-‘bars and locking-bars the 
locking-bars momentarily holding the die 
blocks in position While the cutter-bars cut 
the Wire and bend similar ends of the same 
over the upper surfaces of the die-blocks, dogs 
pivoted in apertures in the platform beneath 
the pile of signatures or sheets, and means for 
raising the same for completing the form of 
staples for connecting the signatures or 
sheets. 

8. In a stapling-machine, the combination 
vvithl a platform upon Which the signatures or 
sheets to be connected rest and means for 
progressively feeding the Wire, of a presser 
bar adapted to come down on the signatures 
or sheets to hold the same in position, said 
presser-bar having vertical apertures for the 
Wire and adjacent larger vertical apertures, , 
said presser-bar also having longitudinal ap 
ertures in pairs from opposite ends and slot 
ted transversely in part, a cross-head, plun 
gers connected to the cross-head and adapted 
to enter the larger vertical apertures parallel 
with the Wires which enter the smaller verti 
cal apertures, cutter-bars and locking-bars in 
pairs adapted to enter the horizontal aper 
tures from opposite ends, die-blocks pivot 
ally connected to the presser-bar and adapt 
ed to pass through the transverse apertures, 
means for actuating the cross-head and plun 
ger, dogs pivoted in apertures in the platform 
beneath the pile of signatures or sheets, means 
for raising the same for completing the form 
of staples for connecting the signatures or 
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sheets, a power-shaft, cams on the powe? 
shaft, rock-shafts actuated by the cams for 
simultaneously moving the pairs of cutter 
`bars and locking-bars, the lacking-bars mo 
mentarily holding the die-blocks in position 
While the cutter-bars cut the Wire and bend 
similar ends of the same over the upper sur 
faces of the die-blocks, a crank device on the 
rock-shaft, devices connected to the crank 
device for effecting the movement of the Wire 
'feed devices and the cross-head and plungers 

5 

and permitting the presser  bar to come 
down upon the signatures or sheets, and a _de 
vice actuated by the cam device for movin@ 
the aforesaid dogs to- complete the bend oli I5 
the Staples. ' ' 

Signed by me this 22d day of April, 1904. 
CHAS. A. JUENGST. 

Witnesses: 
GEO. T. PINGKNEY, 
S. T, HAVILAND. 


